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ABSTRACT

Data sonification is the representation of data using sound. Last year we presented a flexible, interactive and portable data
sonification toolkit called LISTEN, that allows mapping of data to several sound parameters such as pitch, volume, timbre
and duration [20]. One of the potential drawbacks of LISTEN is that since the sounds generated are non-musical, they can
be fatiguing when exploring large data sets over extended periods of time. A primary goal in the design of MUSE -- a
MUsical Sonification Environment -- is to map scientific data to musical sounds. The challenge is to ensure that the data
meanings are preserved and brought out by these mappings. MUSE provides flexible data mappings to musical sounds
using parameters such as pitch (melody), rhythm, tempo, volume, timbre and harmony. MUSE is written in C++ for the
SGI platform and works with the freely available sound specification software CSound developed at MIT. We have applied
MUSE to map uncertainty in some scientific data sets to musical sounds.
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INTRODUCTION

The usefulness of integrating sound into visualization systems is well-recognized [13]. Several examples of applying
sonification to scientific data analysis in diverse disciplines such as chemical analysis, economic analysis, analysis of
algorithms, seismology, and computational fluid dynamics have been reported [8]. However, most sonification systems
currently use pre-recorded patterns or simple synthesized sounds, which can become irritating or fatiguing due to their
unchanging nature. This makes it difficult to explore large data sets or small data sets over extended periods of time using
sonification.
In this work, we present MUSE -- MUsical Sonification Environment -- for sonifying data. MUSE generates musical and
engaging sounds allowing interactive and flexible mapping of data to six different sound parameters -- timbre, rhythm,
volume, pitch (melody), tempo and harmony.
BACKGROUND

In this work, we use sound in conjunction with visualization. An excellent discussion of the benefits of this approach can
be found in Kramer [14].
Although several sonification systems have been proposed [2, 3, 11, 17, 16, 15] that can work in conjunction with
visualization, most of these systems use a finite collection of pre-recorded sounds or very simple synthesized sounds. This
results in two major drawbacks. First, since the collection of different sounds that can be generated is rather small, the
flexibility in mapping data to different types of sounds is limited. Second, the repetitive and artificial nature of these sounds
can become irritating and distracting, causing fatigue.
Some of the early attempts to generate a wider collection of sounds by using sound synthesis algorithms are reflected in
works by Gaver [10] and Scaletti [18]. The NCSA audio development group at the University of Illinois, Urbana
Champaign has proposed sound specification for immersive virtual environments, such as the CAVE, using computational
models [5]. However, these sounds are still non-musical. More recently, the same group has been involved in the
development of musical sounds for specific applications such as the exploration of biological data sets in the CAVE [4] and
alpha-shapes [1]. Our approach differs from theirs in at least two main aspects. First, our objective is to develop a general
purpose musical data sonification toolkit that can be applied to a wide variety of applications. In particular, the mapping of
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data to timbre that has been used by Brady et al. [4] is one of the several functionalities that MUSE can deliver. Second, we
use the very powerful and widely available CSound as the sound specification language.
CSound

CSound is a computer program for the specification of sound [19] developed at MIT in late 1980s. For this project, we
chose to work with CSound because it is (i) flexible, (ii) free and easily available through internet, (iii) available on many
platforms, and (iv) well supported through the specification of many well-known CSound instruments [9]. CSound itself is
written in C. Moreover, CSound is designed to take maximum advantage of real-time audio processing and to encourage
interactive experiments.
MUSE
Overview

The primary objective in designing MUSE was to create a general purpose sonification tool, which can create musical and
non-fatiguing sounds and still allow meaningful exploration of scientific data over extended periods of time. Since
subjectivity is involved in mapping data to sound parameters (as is true in the case of color as well), interactive and flexible
mappings from data to different sound parameters was an important goal.
MUSE is the product of this conception, created by a team of computer scientists and musicians working together.
Although music composition skills have been central to the design of MUSE, the design of both the user interface and the
data mappings are meant for a scientific audience. Often the final decisions in musical compositions were made after
experimentation with scientific data sets.
In order to make this work accessible to a broader community, we have simplified the presentation of musical composition
techniques used in this work. Nevertheless, we refer the readers to Cooper [6] for excellent yet concise definitions of
musical terminology.
MUSE is written in C++ for the SGI platform and uses CSound for the specification of sounds to be generated. It works
with the SGI audio chip. Almost all newer SGI machines contain an audio chip so that sonification can be done without
adding any additional device.
MUSE has two main components -- the music composition component, and the graphical user interface. The main
objective of the music composition component is to specify sound that can be sent to CSound. Most of the rest of this
section is devoted to describing how we achieve this.
The main objective of the graphical user interface is to provide an interactive and flexible environment for the user to map
data to sound parameters. The graphical user interface of MUSE consists of menus, sliders, and buttons. The interface has
been created using OpenGL and XFORMS.
Sound Mappings

Currently MUSE supports six different types of mappings of data to sound parameters. These parameters are: timbre,
rhythm, tempo, volume, pitch (melody) and harmony.
Timbre: Data can be mapped to two different types of timbres -- instrument types and voice types. Currently
supported instruments are strings, brass, oboe, clarinet, piano, and flute. Voice type timbres are supported by MUSE in the
form of different vowels -- a, e, i, o, u -- in the human voice.
Rhythm: Metrical rhythm is a pattern of accents or stresses occurring regularly in time. Currently MUSE
supports seven different types of rhythms -- flat, bouree, sarabande, minuet, waltz, swing, and gigue. Stress patterns in each
of these rhythms can be completely specified by giving (i) start time, (ii) duration, and (iii) relative amplitude of all the
notes in the rhythm.
Tempo: Tempo can be referred to as the speed at which the music is heard. In MUSE, data can be mapped to
tempo. As data values increase, the tempo slows down and vice-versa. The reverse mapping can also be used.
Volume: In MUSE, data can also be mapped to volume. As data values increases, the volume increases and viceversa. The reverse mapping can also be used.
Pitch (melody): MUSE supports mapping of data to pitches. Melody, in fact, is nothing but a succession of
pitches. Mapping data to melody is perhaps the most difficult and challenging task. To meet this challenge, we have used
the following principles of melodic construction [7, 12]. First, it is appropriate to choose a scale. That is, one should use
only a certain subset of pitches within an octave. Although there are many different scales, in MUSE, we have currently

chosen the major scale because it is the most common scale in western music. The major scale consists of eight preselected
pitches within an octave. Second, we describe the principle that is effective in bringing out the data meanings while
preserving the character of melody. This principal requires having primarily stepwise motion between two successive
pitches within an octave. In other words, there should not be a large gap between two pitches. In order to implement this
principle, we have created interpolation patterns that quickly progress from one pitch to another in the case where there is a
large gap between two successive pitches. This feature allows ears to estimate the pitch changes more effectively than if the
sound were to jump directly from a lower pitch to a much higher pitch or vice-versa.
MUSE stores these interpolation patterns in a separate file and uses these patterns to generate score files
dynamically at run time.
Harmony: Harmony is the resultant of the simultaneous combination of two or more musical sounds. In MUSE,
data can be mapped to harmony so that higher data values (higher uncertainty) get mapped to more dissonant harmonies
and lower data values (lower uncertainty) gets mapped to consonant harmonies. We have so far supported four distinct
levels of harmonies that an untrained user can conveniently detect by ear. Each level of harmony in MUSE consists of four
pitches. To construct the first two levels of harmonies, the principle of the harmonic series is used [6]. The harmonic series
is the series of overtones that exist over any fundamental pitch. The higher up the harmonic series, the more dissonant the
harmonies become. The first level of harmony uses four pitches, which are 1, 2, 3 and 4 times the original pitch, while the
second level of harmony uses four pitches, which are 1, 5, 6, and 7 times the original pitch. The final two levels of
harmonies are created using the theory of triad of pitches and tone clusters respectively [6].
Applications

We have applied MUSE to visualize uncertainty in isosurfaces and volumetric data. We have developed a system for
visualizing uncertainty or differences in isosurfaces arising due to the use of different models such as trilinear interpolation
for rectilinear grids, global multiquadrics, volume splines, and local multiquadrics for scattered data. Uncertainty is being
visualized using a variety of techniques including pseudo-coloring, overlays, differencing, transparency, glyphs, and
animation. In conjunction with visualization of uncertainty, differences in values of isosurfaces and volumetric data have
been mapped to different parameters of musical sound -- pitch (melody), volume, tempo, timbre, harmony and rhythm.
Although initial experiments are encouraging, further work is needed to establish scientific value of musical mappings, both
by enriching the world of musical sounds created by the system and by evaluating the performance of human users against
specific tasks.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented MUSE -- a system for exploring scientific data using musical sonification. MUSE has opened up many
possibilities for exciting further research. First, MUSE can be extended by incorporating many different types of
instruments, rhythms, melodies, interpolation patterns, and scales, to name a few. Another possibility is to incorporate
unpitched familiar sounds such as the sound of dragging (that can be associated with friction) in the sonification system.
We plan to pursue this exciting direction of research in the future.
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